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mass demonstration in the auditorium

The projectionist can follow a specimen through a progressive series of ever-closer localizations, from its gross aspect to its ultimate microscopic demonstration under oil-immersion.

The auxiliary Scopicon dark-chamber "round-table" affords superb facility for small-group study. Here the projected image is cast upon a platen within a light-tight chamber, with separate light-excluding viewing hoods for each observer. Any number up to ten may share in conference, which can be conducted in a normally lighted room. A pointer at each port permits any observer to indicate areas of interest to all the others for discussion.

... and for small-group "round-tables" in a normally lighted room

for example, in hematology

The 64,000 lumen intensity of the Scopicon high-pressure mercury lamp permits auditorium demonstration of blood smears even under oil-immersed microscope objectives. In projected images six feet or more across, the minute granular details of white blood cells can be seen, due to the pinpoint character of the 1 mm. square (approx.) focal spot employed. The Scopicon light is steady, flickerless ... its brilliant white color exhibiting biological stains to the greatest advantage. May we send you the brochure describing this versatile instrument?

SCOPICON, Inc.
215 East 149th St., New York 51, N.Y.
New!

ROMER—

The

VERTEBRATE

BODY

It can truly be said that no other book in this field has ever been so eagerly awaited as has Dr. Romer's. His scholarship and his remarkably clear method of presenting his material are well known throughout the educational world: some teachers adopted this text sight-unseen in the sure knowledge that it would be an excellent one. Among the important features are: truly comparative treatment, without undue emphasis on human structure; excellent illustrations; artful weaving of functional considerations into the text; and reliance on those methods which have proved successful in the classroom.

By ALFRED S. ROMER, Alexander Agassiz Professor of Zoology and Director of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University. 643 pages with 363 illustrations. $5.50.

Hunter & Hunter's College Zoology

The immediate success of this textbook is due in large part to its completely original and modern approach to the subject. It follows no outdated pattern, but is arranged in a manner calculated to make the material easy to teach and easy to understand. Actual comments from teachers all over the nation indicate that it is without question one of the most readable, teachable, and best illustrated college zoologies ever published. Write for your examination copy.

By Col. GEORGE W. HUNTER, III, 406th Medical General Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan ; and F. R. HUNTER, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology, University of Oklahoma. 821 pages with 490 Illustrations. $5.50.

W. B. SAUNDERS COMPANY

West Washington Square

Philadelphia 5
CARRYING hundreds of telephone calls, coaxial cable runs through many lonely miles. Far from towns and people, master amplifying stations stand guard with a new automatic alarm system developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories.

At a city terminal, the man on duty checks by laying a log sheet over a glass window, dialing a master station hundreds of miles away. At once the station gives an account of itself, lighting lamps under the log sheet to report any abnormal operating condition before it becomes an emergency.

But when something happens that threatens serious trouble, the apparatus acts at once—maybe by switching in a spare coaxial—and calls a distant test board by ringing a bell. Sometimes he can take further steps by remote control; if not, he knows exactly how to brief the nearest repair crew.

With this new alarm system, maintenance men need not be stationed at isolated points, just waiting for something to happen. Instead, they live in their home communities. This makes for better work . . . and better telephone service.
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International
Centrifuges of
Proven Performance

When selecting your new Centrifuge—consider:

1 The reliability of the electric motor that drives it.
The motors of International Size 1 and Size 2 Centrifuges are specially designed to provide the best possible drive for a Laboratory Centrifuge. They are manufactured entirely in our own shops, thus eliminating the possibility of obsolescence through discontinuance by an "outside" manufacturer.

2 The range of its application.
Interchangeable accessories designed specifically for International Centrifuges are available in wide variety, making the machines adaptable to practically every laboratory application. Your future requirements as well as your present needs should be considered.

3 The relation of first cost to total cost.
Expensive repairs can make a low first cost a high cost in the long run. International Centrifuges are famous for their ability to give years of trouble-free service.

4 The reputation of the manufacturer.
International’s fifty years of specialization in the manufacture of Laboratory Centrifuges is your guarantee of unequalled performance.

INTERNATIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY
1284 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD, BOSTON 35, MASS.
All-Metal Pocket Slide Rule No. 73272, a light, convenient pocket rule for basic engineering computations.

The 5-inch scales are decimally divided and coordinated front and back. Cursor lines on both sides eliminate reversing the slider. The all-metal construction permits precision manufacturing and gives dimensional stability. The materials used—magnesium alloy, lucite and aluminum—will not twist, warp or corrode. The magnesium alloy has a low coefficient of expansion and shows no change in dimensions over a wide temperature range. The plastics coat has been fused to the metal body, and is guaranteed not to peel off or strip. By a patented process, scales are printed photographically on white plastics from a master slide rule.

No. 73273 Pocket Log Log Rule is similar to above, but features sixteen computing scales including the log log scale that can be read with the same accuracy as a 10½ inch rule. The front contains LL1, A, B, T, S, C, D, and LL2 scales; the back, LL3, DF, CF, CIF, CI, C, D, and L. Price, $6.75.

Write for descriptive circulars 1193 and 231 on Pocket, Simplex, Ortho-Phase Duplex, Ortho-Phase Log Log and Deci Log Log Vector Hyperbolic All-Metal Rules.

CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
Scientific Apparatus · Instruments · Chemicals
1700 IRVING PARK ROAD, CHICAGO 13
NEW YORK · BOSTON · SAN FRANCISCO · NEWARK · LOS ANGELES · TORONTO · MONTREAL
new, 2nd edition on current advances

The Rat in Laboratory Investigation

edited by Edmond J. Farris, Ph.D., Associate Member in Anatomy, Executive Director, The Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology; and John Q. Griffith, Jr., M.D., John Q. Griffith, Jr., Research Foundation, Philadelphia, formerly Associate in Medicine, University of Pennsylvania. With 29 Contributors.

This definitive book on the albino rat, which was developed at the Wistar Institute for laboratory investigation, is revised in a new, second edition.

Current findings in the economical feeding and breeding of the rats and their use in experimental biology are presented. The material on drugs by Dr. Harald Holek of the University of Nebraska has been entirely revised and reset, and the tables on dosage and the resulting effects are brought up-to-date. There is new material on histologic, staining and calcification methods.

Contributions by 29 authorities in the field make up the text, including a chapter on "Gross Anatomy" by Eunice C. Greene. Here is a comprehensive and reliable source book on the use of the albino rat in laboratory research. New, 2nd Edition. 542 Pages. 179 Illustrations. $15.00

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY, E. Washington Square, Phila. 5, Pa.
Please enter my order and send me:
☐ Farris & Griffith, The Rat in Laboratory Investigation, $15.00

Name_________________________________________  ☐ Cash enclosed

Address________________________________________

City, Zone, State__________________________  ☐ Charge my account
YOU CAN BE SURE if it's Westinghouse

Announcing 6 New Charts on
NUCLEAR PHYSICS

One of the most important offerings ever presented by Westinghouse School Service is this set of six wall charts on nuclear physics. To the teacher and student alike, they will prove invaluable in explaining this new science and in showing its significance in the world today.

The charts—lithographed in two colors—are a necessity in modern science classrooms. Included with each set is a 32-page booklet containing supplementary information on nuclear physics.

The six charts are:

1. **Particles of Nuclear Physics**: Portrays the ten basic particles important in the science of nuclear physics.

2. **Structure of the Nucleus**: Explains how nuclei are put together and charts 635 isotopes of the elements.

3. **Nuclear Reactions**: Depicts natural and man-made nuclear reactions, including nuclear fission.

4. **Tools of the Nuclear Physicist**: Portrays the important types of apparatus for detecting and inducing nuclear reactions.

5. **Using Nuclear Energy**: Shows five areas for the useful applications of atomic energy.

6. **Progress of Nuclear Physics**: Charts the major theoretical, experimental and engineering developments in nuclear physics.

G-10036

---

Enclosed find $ for sets of Nuclear Physics Charts. (Price $1.00 per set.)

Also send "Teaching Aids", listing 60 other free and low-cost classroom aids.

NAME                   (Please type or print)
SCHOOL_
ADDRESS_
CITYZHONESTATE
Make check or money order payable to Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
Recent textbooks for science classes

Biology of the Vertebrates
Third Edition
By Walter and Sayles

In making the revision, Dr. Sayles has kept the flavor of the previous editions while bringing all the information up to date. Many new illustrations have been selected from a variety of sources, and several chapters have been rewritten in the light of recent research. Published May 10. $6.00

Laboratory Explorations in General Zoology
Revised Edition
By Karl A. Stiles

This revision of a popular manual follows the same general plan of the first edition, with some changes in the order of the material and several new additions. The book has been revised throughout, now offering a wider range of material but retaining the flexibility of the first edition. Published June 28. $3.25

General Chemistry — A Systematic Approach
By Sisler, VanderWerf and Davidson

A text for general chemistry courses, this new book emphasizes the modern principles of atomic structure and the nature of the chemical bond. An abundance of descriptive, factual material is provided, organized in terms of the theoretical principles involved. Designed for use in all but the most elementary freshman chemistry courses, it is particularly well adapted for chemistry majors, engineers, pre-medical, pre-pharmacal, and other technical students. Published September 6. $5.00

College Botany
By Hylander and Stanley

This new text is designed for a full-year course in general botany. Part I discusses the individual plant and its life problems, using a woody green plant to introduce the student to the basic facts of plant morphology, histology, and cell structure and function; Part II deals with plants as groups in our large vegetation complex. Published August 23. $5.00

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 60 Fifth Avenue, New York 11
FLUSH MOUNTED Type with single hole mounting and plastic case. Widely used for panel mounting.

TYPE 401-A with fully enclosed plastic desk case and non-removable-top binding posts. See the complete specifications below.

FLUSH MOUNTED Type with four auxiliary dials making possible direct readings to 999,999 impulses. Similar in construction to regular Flush Mounting.

PRECISION REGISTER specially made for the United States Navy... used for precision propulsion measurements. Has 6-inch dial, and indicates up to 100 impulses per second.

Cyclotron Specialties Impulse Registers were originally designed to meet the exacting requirements of radio-activity research workers. Their outstanding performance has attained for them acceptance in nearly every scientific field and today, many special types are in use by scientific workers throughout the world.

Cyclotron Specialties Registers are unique in their ability to operate at exceptionally high speeds with complete accuracy and without adjustment or maintenance. They are unexcelled for high speed impulse recording and mechanical operations requiring counting in precise quantities.

**SPECIFICATIONS OF IMPULSE REGISTER NO. 401-A**

- Accurately Registers Up to 60 Impulses Per Second
- Main, easily-read sweep dial reads 0 to 100 directly
- Sweep dial plus auxiliaries read 0 to 9,999 impulses without extra equipment
- 4000 ohm D.C. resistance
- Operates on as low as 100 milliwatt
- Small, compact, light weight
- Durable, rugged construction to withstand unavoidable accidents
- Dimensions: 3" x 4"  Weight: 2 lbs.

In addition to the Cyclotron Specialties Registers illustrated, other types include higher speeds, electrical reset, add and subtract type and higher totalization. Inquiries for these special types will receive prompt attention.

Immediated Delivery of all Types in Reasonable Quantities

Cyclotron Specialties Company

MORAGA 1, CALIFORNIA
COMPLETE NEW LINE of RESEARCH MICROSCOPES

NEW!

LOWER FINE ADJUSTMENT
Not available on any other microscope in such a low position. Now you can obtain greater accuracy of focusing with greater ease of operation. Your hand relaxes comfortably on the table. This lower fine adjustment will satisfy critical microscopists for their most exacting work.

REDESIGNED MECHANICAL STAGES
All five models are equipped with longer wearing, more accurate, more easily operated mechanical stages ... an integral graduated mechanical stage or a circular revolving centerable mechanical stage.

PLUS A slow motion focusing adjustment for the substage condenser, available on some models, and established features found on other Bausch & Lomb microscopes—sturdily-built, complete research substage, ball bearing fine adjustment, revolving nosepiece with roller bearing stop, coarse adjustment with matched rack and pinion, and Bausch & Lomb Balcoated objectives.

WRITE for a demonstration and literature to Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, 642-M St. Paul Street, Rochester 2, N. Y.

BAUSCH & LOMB Model E RESEARCH MICROSCOPES